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Abstract
The vital role played by the cozero part of a completely regular, and hence uniformizable,
frame is well known, and has been studied in the more general setting of -frames. Thus, to
consider uniformities generated in some way by the cozero part, namely what will be called
cozne uniformities, is a natural weakening of the ne condition. Similarly, what amounts
to having the cozero part complemented is also a natural condition to consider and gives rise to
what will be called the measurable uniform frames. The aim of the paper is, therefore, to con-
sider the notions of \ne", \cozne" and \measurable" in a frame setting. These will be shown
to dene reective subcategories of uniform, or separable uniform, frames, and their behaviour
relative to the complete coreection will be discussed. The latter is of interest considering the
interaction between the completion and the state of neness which gives various compacti-
cations. For example, the Samuel compactication may be described as the completion of
the precompact coreection of the ne uniformity. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: 54A05; 54D20; 54E15; 06B99; 06A23
1. Introduction and preliminaries
A frame is a bounded lattice L with top e and bottom 0, which is complete and
satises x^∨ S = ∨f x^t j t 2 S g for x 2 L and any S L. A frame map is a function
which preserves the top, bottom, nite meets and arbitrary joins. The resulting category
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will be denoted Frm. A standard reference for frames is Johnstone [15]. A cover of a
frame L is a subset AL with ∨A = e. L is said to be compact (respectively, Lindelof)
if each cover has a nite (respectively, countable) subcover. For A; BL, A is called
a renement of B, written A  B, if for each a 2 A there exists b 2 B with a  b. For
any x 2 L the star of x relative to a cover A is the element Ax = ∨fa 2 A j a^x 6= 0g.
If A is a subset of Cov(L) then x /A y in L if there exists A 2 A with Ax  y. It
is immediate that x /A y implies x  y. Let LA = fx 2 L j x =
∨fy j y /A xgg. A
star renement of a cover B of L is a cover A of L such that the cover fAx j x 2 Ag
renes B. We write this as A  B.
A preuniformity on L is a lter of covers  (relative to ) such that each A 2 
is star rened by some B 2 , and a uniformity is a preuniformity which satises the
compatibility condition that each a 2 L is the join of all x 2 L such that Ax  a for
some A 2 . If the latter condition holds, x is said to be uniformly below a, written x/a.
A uniform frame is a frame L together with a specied uniformity  and is denoted
(L; ). A uniform map is a frame map which preserves uniform covers. The resulting
category shall be denoted by UniFrm. Every uniform frame is completely regular, and
every completely regular frame admits a uniformity, see [20]. The analogous denition
can be given for uniform -frames by considering countable covers and requiring that
each element be a countable join of elements uniformly below it. The resulting category
will be denoted by UniFrm. A uniform map h : (L; ) −! (M; ) is a surjection or
(uniform) quotient if it is onto, and  is generated by the image covers h[A]; A 2 . A
uniform frame (L; ) is separable, or enumerable, if  has a basis of countable covers.
For any uniform frame (L; ), let e be the uniformity generated by all countable
uniform covers, then the separable uniform frames SepUniFrm may be shown to be
a coreective subcategory of UniFrm with a coreection functor e, and coreection
map the identity. A uniform frame (L; ) is precompact, or totally bounded, if 
has a basis of nite covers. The precompact uniform frames may be shown to be a
coreective subcategory of UniFrm with a coreection functor p, and a coreection
map, the identity, where p is the uniformity generated by all nite uniform covers.
Various other constuctions have been developed in this setting, for example, the Samuel
compactication (see [4]) which we denote by L :R(L; ) −! (L; ).
1.1. The cozero part of a uniform frame
For any uniform frame (L; ) the \uniform cozero part", written Cozu L, consists of
those elements a 2 L such that a = h((0; 1]) for some uniform h :O[0; 1] −! (L; ).
(Note that since O[0; 1] is compact it admits a unique uniformity.) The elements of
Cozu L are called uniform cozero elements. Cozu may be regarded as a functor from
UniFrm to UniFrm, by taking the uniformity generated by countable uniform covers
consisting of cozero elements. It is interesting to note that Cozu(L; ) generates the
separable coreection of (L; ), in the sense that each element of L is a join of elements
from Cozu L, and each uniform cover in e is rened by a uniform cover of Cozu(L; ),
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see [23]. It has as left adjoint, the functor H where HL is the frame of all -ideals
of L, that is, those ideals of L which are closed under countable joins, and H is
generated by f# (A) j A 2 g where # (A) = f# an j an 2 Ag. The Lindelof uniform
frames and uniform {frames are the xed objects of the adjunction described above
[23]. This is the enriched version of the relationship between regular Lindelof frames
and regular -frames [19].
1.2. Coz codensity
A uniform map is coz codense if the top element is the only cozero element mapped
to the top. The subspace topology OA on a subset A of a Tychono space X is a coz
codense quotient of OX if and only if A is G-dense in X [25]. It should be noted
that a quotient map h :(L; ) (M; h[]) is coz codense i Cozuh is an isomorphism,
that is Cozu(L; ) = Cozu(M; h[]). This follows from the result that codense maps are
one{one in RegFrm.
In the following three sections we consider the notion of neness and some weaker
variations of it. The aim is to show that each of these subcategories is reective in the
category of uniform frames, and to explore their behaviour relative to quotients. This
is a key factor in how the reection behaves relative to the completion functor, and
will be made clear in the nal section of this paper.
2. Fine uniform frames
A cover C of a frame L is called a normal cover if there exists a sequence (Cn)n2N
of covers such that C = C1 and Cn+1  Cn for all n 2 N. Let N(L) denote the set
of all normal covers of L. Further, L is called fully normal if every cover is normal.
A uniform frame is said to be ne if every normal cover is uniform. This is precisely
the denition of neness for uniform spaces [13] and this notion is conservative, that
is, X is ne i OX is ne. Now, given any uniform frame (L; ), let L be the
uniformity consisting of all normal covers of L, that is, L = NL. Clearly,  L.
Then (L; L) is a ne uniform frame and it is straightforward to show it satises the
required universal property to give the following
Theorem 1. The ne uniform frames form a reective subcategory of all uniform
frames.
It should be noted that Coz L = Cozu(L; L), that is the uniformly cozero elements
with respect to the ne uniformity are precisely the cozero elements with respect to
all frame maps. The separable coreection of the ne uniformity will be called the
Shirota uniformity [26], and will be denoted by eL for each uniformizable frame L.
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Proposition 1. For any uniformizable frame L; the Lindelof coreection of the Shirota
uniformity is ne.
Proof. Consider HCozu(L; eL)
"L−! (L; eL) for any uniformizable frame L. We show
that HCozu(eL) = HCozu L. Since HCozu L is Lindelof, the ne uniformity is sepa-
rable. Take any basic normal cover A of HCozu L, that is, a countable normal cover
consisting of principal ideals. Then "L(A) is a normal cover of L, since frame maps
preserve normal covers. Hence, "L(A) 2 L, and since it is countable, "L(A) 2 eL. But
then A 2HCozu(eL).
Clearly, the quotient of a ne frame need not be ne and such uniform frames are
called subne. This subcategory is studied in detail in [25]. But, as for spaces, we do
have the following
Proposition 2. The closed quotient of a ne frame is ne.
Proof. Since (L; ) is a closed quotient we may consider the following diagram for
some s 2 M :
Take any normal cover A of L. Let A also denote the corresponding normal cover
of " s and thus of M . Hence A 2 M . But h[A] = (− _ s)[A] 2 (− _ s)[M ] = , and
since A = (− _ s)[A], A is uniform. Thus  is ne.
3. Cozne uniform frames
We now introduce a weaker notion than neness, namely that of a cozne uniform
frame. The spatial counterpart is implicitly present in the work of Hager [10]. He uses
some of the ideas to describe the coreection of separable metric-ne spaces. It should
be noted that in the frame setting there is an explicit description of the reection of
metric-ne frames [27]. Moreover, the cozne frames are shown to be equivalent to
the separable metric-ne frames. The cozne uniform frames are simply dened, and
because of the importance of the cozero part of a completely regular (or uniform)
frame, they provide both an intuitive and computationally attractive characterisation of
the separable metric-ne uniform frames. Metric-neness falls outside the scope of this
paper (see, however, [27]).
A uniform frame (L; ) is cozne if  has a basis consisting of all the countable
uniformly cozero covers. It should be noted that whereas the ne uniformity is deter-
mined by the frame alone (and thus is unique), a frame may admit more than one
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cozne uniformity. Recall that a uniform frame is separable if it has a basis of count-
able cozero covers. Then it is clear from the denition that any cozne uniform frame
is separable, thus these frames form a subcategory of the separable uniform frames. It
should be noted that the notion of cozne could be studied in a more general setting
by dening a cozne uniform frame to be one such that every countable uniformly
cozero cover is uniform, but this added generality does not seem to give any addi-
tional results. In this general setting, every ne uniform frame would be cozne. In
the more restricted case, every Lindelof frame with the ne uniformity is cozne, or,
more generally, every uniformizable frame with the Shirota uniformity is cozne.
3.1. The cozne reection
Consider a separable uniform frame (L; ), then Cozu(L; ) generates L as a frame,
and Cozu  generates  [23]. Now, Cozu(L; ) is a uniform -frame, hence regular, and
so paracompact [3]. Thus, the ne uniformity on this -frame, consists of all countable
covers. Take this as a basis for a uniformity on L, say . This is a well-dened
uniformity and is compatible on L since Cozu   and Cozu  generates . So  is
ner than . Thus, the identity map (L; ) −! (L; ) is uniform. It follows from the
construction that (L; ) has a basis consisting of all the countable covers consisting
of uniform cozero covers which are uniformly cozero relative to (L; ). The following
lemma is required to show that (L; ) is, in fact, cozne :
Lemma 1. For a separable uniform frame (L; ); Cozu(L; ) = Cozu(L; ):
Proof. Since  is ner than , Cozu(L; )Cozu(L; ). For the converse inclusion,
take any a 2 Cozu(L; ), then a =
∨fan j an / ag in Cozu(L; ). So for each n, there
exists A 2  with Aan  a. In fact, since  has a basis of all countable covers
of Cozu(L; ), A can be chosen to be such a cover. Thus, ACozu(L; ), and hence
Aan 2 Cozu(L; ). So, a is a countable join of elements in Cozu(L; ), which is a
{frame, thus a 2 Cozu(L; ).
Now, suppose that (M; ) is cozne and h:(L; ) −! (M; ) is uniform.
Take any basic cover A 2 , that is, countable ACozu(L; ). Then h[A]Cozu M
since uniform maps preserve cozero elements. However, h[A] 2  since  has a basis
of all countable coz covers. Thus, h factors through (L; ). This shows the required
reective property, thus we have the following
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Theorem 2. The cozne uniform frames form a reective subcategory of the category
of separable uniform frames SepUniFrm.
To show reectivity in the category of all uniform frames one takes the join of
this uniformity  with . The following proposition motivates the use of the term
\cozne":
Proposition 3. The cozne reection of a separable uniform frame gives the nest
separable uniformity which has the same cozero elements.
Proof. From the lemma above, it does have the same cozero elements as the original
frame. Now, suppose  is a uniformity compatible on L with Cozu(L; ) = Cozu(L; ).
Then by denition,  = , and thus   .
Moreover, it also follows that the Samuel compactications of the frames are the
same, and the cozne uniformity is the nest uniformity giving this compactication,
whereas the precompact coreection is the coarsest. In fact, if L admits two cozne
uniformities, say  and  with R(L; ) = R(L; ), then  = .
3.2. Coz codensity
The cozne reection does not preserve quotients in general, but with certain con-
ditions on the quotient map, it does. We rst need a technical lemma which gives a
sucient condition for the preservation of a quotient map:
Lemma 2. For (L; ) separable and a quotient h : (L; )  (M; h[]); h[] = h[] if
whenever z 2 Cozu(L; ) with h(z) = e; there exists w 2 Cozu(L; ) with w _ z = e
and h(w) = 0.
Proof. Note that it is always true that h[] h[]:let A be a basic cover in , then
ACozu(L; ). Now, h[Cozu(L; )] = Cozu(M; h[]), so h[A]Cozu(M; h[]), and h[A]
is a cover, thus h[A] 2 h[]. Now, suppose that the condition holds, and let A be a
basic cover of h[], that is ACozu(M; h[]). Since h[Cozu(L; )] = Cozu(M; h[]),
for each an 2 A there exists a0n 2 Cozu(L; ) with h(a0n) = an. Let z =
∨
a0n then
z 2 Cozu(L; ) and h(z) = e. Hence, there exists w 2 Cozu(L; ) with w _ z = e and
h(w) = 0. Now (a0n) [ fwg 2 , and h[(a0n) [ fwg] = (an), so h[] h[].
Since coz codense implies dense for uniform frames, we have:
Corollary 1. If h:(L; ) (M; ) is a coz codense surjection then h[] = h[]:
Hager [10] shows that, for spaces, the converse to the lemma is also true. Unfortu-
nately, we were unable to show that whenever a quotient map from a separable frame
is preserved by the cozne reection that the condition above on the cozero elements
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is satised. However, with the added condition of density, it can be proved using the
following:
Lemma 3. For any dense frame map h:M −! L, if a  x in M then hh(a)  x:
Proof. If a  x then there exists c with a ^ c = 0 and c _ x = e. Now, h(hh(a) ^
hh(c)) = h(a) ^ h(c) = h(a ^ c) = 0, and so by density, hh(a) ^ hh(c) = 0. Since
c  hh(c), it follows that hh(a)^c = 0. Now, c_x = e, so hh(a) = hh(a)^(c_x) =
0 _ (hh(a) ^ x) which gives the required result.
Proposition 4. If (L; ) is separable, h : (L; )  (M; h[]) is a dense quotient and
h[] = h[] then h is coz codense.
Proof. Suppose h(x) = e for some x 2 Coz(L; ). Then x = ∨fxn 2 Coz(L; ) j xn /xg.
Thus fh(xn)g is a countable uniform cozero cover of M , and hence fh(xn)g 2 h[]. By
the hypothesis, there is a basic A 2  with h[A]  fh(xn)g. That is, for each a 2 A,
h(a)  h(xn) for some n. Now, a  hh(a)  hh(xn)  x. The last inequality follows
by the lemma above since xn /x implies xn  x. Thus,
∨
A  x which gives that x = e.
Putting these results together, we get the following characterization, in terms of coz
codensity, of when a dense quotient preserves cozneness:
Corollary 2. If h : (L; )  (M; h[]) is a dense surjection and (L; ) is cozne then
(M; h[]) is cozne i h is coz codense.
Proof. If h is coz codense then by the previous corollary, h[] = h[] but  = 
so h[] = h[]. Conversely, if h[] = h[] then h[] = h[] so by the proposition
above, h is coz codense.
4. Measurable uniform frames
We now introduce the concept of \measurable" in a frame setting. The spatial coun-
terpart was studied in some detail in the Uniform Space Seminars held in Prague during
the 1970s under the direction of Zdenek Frolik. The initial denition seems to have
little in common with either neness or cozneness, but it will be shown that they are
related. A frame L is measurable if there exists a Boolean sub-frame LL which
generates it. That is, L is a complemented -frame, and each element of L is a join of
elements of L. A frame map between measurable frames h : (L; L) −! (M;M) is
measurable if h[L]M . Clearly, every measurable frame is zero dimensional. Given
any measurable frame (L; L), a uniformity can be constructed as follows: let L be
the uniformity which has a basis consisting of all the countable covers with members
from L. (Or, equivalently all countable partitions.) That this is a base follows since
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it is closed under nite meets, and for the star-renements, take any (an)L, then
since L is complemented, form a partition (bn) rening (an), then (bn)  (bn). The
compatibility of the uniformity follows from L generating L, and moreover, this uni-
form frame (L; L) is separable. Such a uniform frame will be called a measurable
uniform frame. For ease of terminology and notation, in this context such a partition
will be referred to simply as a \basic cover". The categories of measurable frames and
measurable uniform frames can be shown to be equivalent:
Theorem 3. A frame map between measurable frames h : (L; L) −! (M;M) is
measurable i h:(L; L) −! (M; M ) is uniform.
Proof. Suppose h is measurable. Take a basic cover (an) of L, that is (an)L.
Then h[(an)]M , and
∨
h(an) = eM , hence h[(an)] 2 M . Thus h is uniform. Now,
suppose that h is uniform. Take a 2 L then fa; ag 2 L since a _ a = e. Then
h[fa; ag] 2 M , that is fh(a); h(a)g 2 M and thus so is fh(a); h(a)g. Therefore,
there exists a basic cover (bn) star-rening fh(a); h(a)g. However, h(a) =
∨fbi j
bi ^ h(a) 6= 0g, and since (bn)M , a {frame, h(a) 2 M .
To relate the notion of measurable to cozne, it is necessary to understand which
elements of a measurable uniform frame are cozero:
Lemma 4. For a measurable frame (L; L); Cozu(L; L) = L:
Proof. Let a 2 L, then a_a = e so fa; ag 2 L. Thus a/a. Hence, a is a countable
join of a sequence of elements uniformly below each other, so a is a uniform cozero
element, that is, a 2 Cozu(L; L). Conversely, let a 2 Cozu(L; L) with a = h(R− 0)
for some uniform map h : OR −! (L; L). For each n, consider the uniform cover
of OR, L(1=n) = f(q − 1=n; q + 1=n) j q 2 Qg, and take a basic An 2 L rening
h[L(1=n)]. Then h(R − 0) = ∨fx  a j x 2 An; some ng. This is a countable join of
elements from L, so a 2 L.
Then one can easily show the following:
Proposition 5. Every measurable uniform frame is cozne.
In fact, more is true, and follows easily once we have the following:
Proposition 6. Any quotient of a measurable frame is measurable.
Proof. Suppose h : L  M is a surjection and (L; L) is measurable. Then h[L] is
clearly a Boolean {frame, since h is a frame homomorphism. Now, take any a 2 M ,
then a = h(x) for some x 2 L, and x = ∨fxi j xi 2 Lg . Hence, a = h(x) =
∨fh(xi) j
xi 2 Lg. But h(xi) 2 h[L], so (M; h[L]) is measurable.
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Proposition 7. For separable (L; ); if (L; ) is measurable then (L; ) is hereditary
cozne.
Proof. Suppose (L; ) is measurable and consider any quotient h : L  M . Then
 = L for some L generating L. But (M; h[L]) is a measurable frame, and so
(M; h[L]) is a measurable uniform frame, and hence cozne.
If the converse of the technical lemma of the previous section could be proved, then
it could be shown that, as in spaces, the measurable uniform frames are precisely the
hereditary cozne frames. This remains an open problem. The following result gives a
useful condition when a cozne frame is measurable:
Theorem 4. For a separable uniform frame (L; ); the following are equivalent:
(1) Cozu(L; ) is closed under complementation.
(2) Cozu(L; ) is a Boolean {frame.
(3) (L; ) is measurable.
Proof. Cozu(L; ) is always a -frame, so it is only necessary to check comple-
mentation. Thus (1) ) (2). The converse direction is obvious. Suppose Coz(L; )
is a Boolean -frame. Then, since (L; ) has a basis of all countable covers of
Cozu(L; ) and Cozu(L; ) is a Boolean -frame, it follows that (L; ) is measur-
able. Suppose (L; ) is measurable, then Cozu(L; ) = L, a Boolean -frame, and
since Cozu(L; ) = Cozu(L; ), the required result follows.
4.1. The measurable reection
Given any separable uniform frame (L; ), dene a map b : L −! K given by the
composition    as follows:
where r is the reection map to Boolean -frames (see [18]), iL is the identity em-
bedding, j(x) =# x, (a) = the -ideal in B generated by # a \ Cozu L, and  is the
quotient map determined by (
∨
S)  ∨((S)).
HB is the frame freely generated by # x, x 2 B (and so HB is measurable).
Consider the associated uniformity which is generated by all the countable partitions P
of B as f# x j x 2 Pg, then if K is endowed with the corresponding quotient uniformity,
denoted by , it is also measurable. We remark that  is not necessarily a frame map
but since it preserves 0; e and ^, the denition of  makes b a frame map. In fact,
since  takes any countable cover of Cozu L to a uniform cover of HB, b is uniform.
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Now, HB is the frame freely generated by # x, x 2 B, and r is epic in Frm, so
f  j  r = g  j  r implies f = g for any frame maps f; g :HB −! N . Using this
together with the commutativity of the diagram above, and that  is onto, gives that
b is epi. Thus, we have the following:
Theorem 5. The category of measurable uniform frames is reective in the category
of separable uniform frames.
Proof. For any separable uniform frame (L; ), b :(L; ) −! (K; ) gives the required
reection. Consider the following diagram for uniform h:(L; ) −! (M; ) with (M; )
measurable:
where a {frame map k exists with k  r = k since Cozu M is Boolean; a frame map f
exists with f j = iM  k since HB is the free frame over B; and a frame map h exists
with h   = f since f   = h is a frame map. Thus, h  b = h     = f   = h.
Moreover, this h is unique since b is epic.
We will denote the reection described above by b(L; ), and the Boolean reection
of Cozu L will be denoted by BCoz(L).
Lemma 5. b(L; ) is a dense quotient of HBCoz(L):
Proof. It is clear from the denition that b(L; ) is a quotient, so it remains to show
density. We recall that every quotient can be described by a nucleus. In this particular
case, if n denotes the nucleus, then the associated prenucleus is the map n0 :HBCoz(L)
−!HBCoz(L) where n0(J ) =
∨fI\(∨ S) j I\∨(S) J; I 2HBCoz(L)g. Thus,
it suces to show that n0(0) = 0 : now n0(0) =
∨fI \ (∨ S) j I \∨(S) = 0; I 2
HBCoz(L)g = ∨f# (x^  y) \ (∨ S) j# (x^  y) \∨(S) = 0; x; y 2 BCoz(L)g.
But
# (x^  y) \ _(S) = 0 () # (x^  y) \ (a) = 0 for each a 2 S
() # x \ (a) # y for each a 2 S
() x ^ a  y for each a 2 S
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() x ^ _S  y
() # x \ (_S) # y
() # (x^  y) \ (_S) = 0:
Therefore, n0(0) =
∨f# (x^  y) \ (∨ S) j# (x^  y) \ (∨ S) = 0g = 0.
It can be shown internally using lattice properties, or externally using a general
categorical argument that the Boolean reection in Frm preserves surjections, and
using this we get the following:
Proposition 8. The measurable reection preserves quotients.
Proof. Suppose h:(L; ) (M; ) is a uniform surjection. Then so is Cozuh:Cozu(L; )
 Cozu(M; ), and thus so is the map induced between the Boolean reections. Since
H also preserves surjections, the required result follows.
5. The completion functor
Recall that a uniform frame (L; ) is complete if every dense surjection to (L; ) is an
isomorphism and h:(M; ) −! (L; ) is a completion of (L; ) if (M; ) is complete and
h is a dense surjection. The complete uniform frames form a coreective subcategory
of the category of uniform frames. See [4, 17] or [13] for dierent constructions of the
completion. We will denote the coreection functor by C and the coreection maps by
L :C(L; ) −! (L; ). To study conditions for the commutativity of these functors, we
will need the following proposition [25] which follows from the result of Banaschewski
and Pultr [4] that the completion functor C takes dense surjections to isomorphisms:
Proposition 9. If a reection preserves quotients and completeness, and the underlying
frame, then it commutes with the completion functor.
The ne reection is well behaved with respect to completeness:
Proposition 10. If (L; ) is complete so is its ne reection. Furthermore, if (L; ) is
ne, so is its completion.
Proof. The rst statement follows since L is ner than . Now, consider the comple-
tion of (L; L), and take the ne reection:
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Since (CL; CL) is complete and (CL; CL) −! (L; L) is uniform, this map factors
through C(L; L), and hence CL = C(L).
Since the ne reection does not, in general, preserve quotients, we do not expect
that it commutes with the completion functor. However, in some special cases it will:
Proposition 11. If L : C(L; )  (L; ) is closed then the ne reection commutes
with completion.
Proof. If L :C(L; )  (L; ) is closed then L : (CL; CL) −! (L; L) is a quotient.
The result follows by applying the result mentioned above.
It is obvious that the cozne reection of a complete separable frame remains com-
plete, since the uniformity obtained by reection is ner than the original. Moreover,
the following is also true:
Proposition 12. The completion of a cozne uniform frame is cozne.
Proof. Suppose that (L; ) is a cozne uniform frame, and consider the completion
C(L; ). Take the cozne reection of the completion:
Since (L; ) is cozne, L factors through (CL; C). Now, by the comment above,
the cozne reection is complete. Thus by the coreective property of the completion,
the map (CL; C) −! (L; ) factors uniformly through C(L; ) −! (L; ). This implies
that C is coarser than C, and hence the two are equal.
This proposition has two useful corollaries:
Corollary 3. For precompact (L; ); (L; ) is cozne i L :C(L; )  (L; ) is coz
codense.
Proof. This follows using that C(L; ) is compact, and hence cozne for (L; ) is
precompact.
Corollary 4. If (L; ) is cozne then L :C(L; ) (L; ) is coz codense.
Proof. This follows from the result that the completion of a cozne is cozne.
Putting these together gives the following characterization:
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Theorem 6. For separable (L; ); the cozne reection commutes with the completion
i L :C(L; ) (L; ) is coz codense.
Proof. If L is coz codense then L : (CL; C) −! (L; ) remains a quotient, so the
result follows from the rst proposition in this section. Conversely, suppose C(L; ) =
(CL; C), that is, the following diagram commutes:
Now, by the previous result, L :C(L; )  (L; ) is coz codense, and thus so is
L : (CL; C)  (L; ). But, taking the cozne reection does not change the cozero
elements, so L is also coz codense.
The measurable reection is also well behaved with respect to completeness:
Proposition 13. The completion of a measurable frame is measurable.
Proof. Suppose (L; ) is measurable and consider the completion L :C(L; ) (L; ).
Since (L; ) has a basis consisting of all the countable partitions of Cozu L, it is clear
from the description of the completion given in [4] that C(L; ) has a basis of countable
cozero partitions. It remains to show that each countable cozero partition is uniform. Let
 be the uniformity on CL generated by all countable cozero partitions, then C  ,
so  is compatible with CL. Moreover (CL; ) is complete. Consider the following
diagram:
Obviously, the diagonal map exists as a frame map and is dense and onto. In fact, it
is uniform, since countable cozero partitions are mapped to countable cozero partitions,
and all these are uniform for L. Moreover, it inherits the surjectivity since  is ner
than C. But this shows that (CL; ) is a completion of (L; ). Since completions are
essentially unique, this shows that  = C, so C(L; ) is measurable.
And the converse is also true:
Proposition 14. The measurable reection preserves completion.
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Proof. Suppose (L; ) is complete:
b exists since (L; ) is complete, and hence since Cb(L; ) is measurable, b factors
through b say by k. Thus, b = bL  b = bL  k  b, and since b is epic, idbL = bL  k.
Since bL is monic this gives that Cb(L; ) = b(L; ).
Even though the measurable reection preserves completeness and quotients, this is
not enough to ensure commutativity with the completion functor, as the reection does
not preserve the underlying frame. To obtain a condition for commutativity, we need
to show that it preserves dense quotients:
Lemma 6. If a dense surjection h:(M; ) −! (L; ) is coz codense, then h:b(M; ) −!
b(L; ) is a dense surjection.
Proof. Since the measurable reection preserves surjections, it remains to show that h
is dense. Since h is coz codense, Cozu(M; ) = Cozu(L; ) and, consequently, HBa(M)
=HBa(L). Thus, we have the following diagram:
M and L are dense quotients. Now, suppose h(x) = 0, then hM (y) = 0 where
M (y) = x. Thus, L(y) = 0 since L = hM . But L is dense so y = 0, and hence
x = 0.
Then, using this lemma, we can show that the measurable reection commutes with
the complete coreection under the same conditions that the cozne reection does:
Theorem 7. L :C(L; )  (L; ) is coz codense i the completion functor commutes
with the measurable reection, that is, bC(L; ) = Cb(L; ):
Proof. The forward implication follows from the above results together with the rst
proposition of this section. For the reverse implication, suppose that bC(L; ) = Cb
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(L; ). Then bC(L; ) is the completion of b(L; ) and so L :bC(L; )  b(L; ) is a
dense surjection. Now, take L(x) = e for x 2 CozuC(L; ). Then  x 2 BCozu C(L; )
and L(# x) =# L(x) =# 0 = f0g. But since L is dense, # x = f0g, thus  x = 0
and so x = e.
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